The Behavior of Trust-Region Methods in FIML-Estimation. This paper presents a Monte-Carlo study on the practical reliability of numerical algorithms for FIML-estimation in nonlinear econometric models. The performance of different techniques of Hessian approximation in trust-region algorithms is compared regarding their "robustness" against "bad" starting points and their "global" and "local" convergence speed, i. e, the gain in the objective function, caused by individual iteration steps far off from and near to the optimum. Concerning robustness and global convergence speed the crude GLS-type Hessian approximations performed best, efficiently exploiting the special structure of the likelihood function. Bu~, concerning local speed, general purpose techniques were strongly superior. So, some appropriate mixtures of these two types of approximations turned out to be the only techniques to be recommended.
Introduction
Recently more and more attention was paid to the development of numerical algorithms for the computation of full-information-maximum-likelihood (FIML) estimates in nonlinear interdependent econometric models. Several optimization techniques have been proposed in the last few years, utilizing all the welt-known tools of numerical analysis. Search algorithms were proposed (see e. g. Parke (1982) ), which do not make use of any derivatives. At the same time, Newton-like methods c. Weihs, G. Calzotari, and L. Panattoni: were suggested (see e.g. Belsley (1980) ), using not only first but also second order derivatives. Moreover, stressing the excessive cost required to calculate the Hessian, quasi-Newton.methods were recommended, approximating the Hessian by various techniques. Some of these approximations were motivated by the special structure of the likelihood function (see e.g. Berndt, Hall, Hall and Hausman (1974) , Amemiya (1977) or Dagenais (1978) ), others exclusively by their numerical properties for general objective functions (see e.g. Belsley (1979) ). Also combinations of such techniques were suggested (see e.g. Weihs (1985) ).
Ten years ago the econometric model builder was lucky to have any algorithm to compute FIML-estimates. In the meantime, some guideline seems to be necessary to get an idea, which of all these algorithms might be reliable in practice. A first step into this direction was done in Calzolari, Panattoni (1985) , where the performance of some of those algorithms was tested by means of a large number of Monte-Carlo experiments. Considering the "robustness ,~ of the algorithms against "bad" starting points and the "gain" in the objective function, caused by individual iteration steps, this study supports the idea of a mixture of algorithms.
Motivated this way, the authors decided to investigate the relative performance of such mixed algorithms in more detail. This resulted in two papers. In Calzolari, Panattoni and Weihs (1985) different techniques of Hessian approximation were studied in the classical framework of line search algorithms (extending the work in Calzolari, Panattoni (1985) ). In the present paper a modern "trust-region" algorithm serves as the basis for the implementation of approximation techniques (extending the work in Weihs (1985) ). Objects of investigation are some quasiNewton approximations to the Hessian and their "mixtures". Their performance will be judged on the basis of different Monte-Carlo statistics, characterizing both the "global" and the "local" convergence of the iteration process. "Global" convergence is related to the capability and speed of an algorithm to reach a neighborhood of the optimum, whereas "local" convergence is related to the speed near to the optimum. Surely an econometric model builder would at once agree to the relevance of "global" convergence. But "local" convergence is certainly just as important, since if an algorithm converges slowly near to optimum "we may never be able to see it converge" (cp. Dennis, Mor6 (1977) , 50).
The plan of this paper is the following. In sections 1 and 2 the theoretical econometric model and the FIML-estimator are defined. In sections 3 and 4 the "trust-region" algorithm and the techniques of Hessian approximation are introduced. In sections 5 and 6 the Monte-Carlo experiment and the tested empirical econometric models are described. In section 7 the results of the MonteCarlo study are discussed and in section 8 the paper is completed by a conclusion.
The Theoretical Econometric Model
Consider a multi-equation nonlinear interdependent econometric model which can be represented by:
Y~t =f~ (Yt, Xt), i=m+l,...,M,t=l,...,r, where Yt:=(Ylt ... Y~ut) is the vector of jointly dependent variables, the Xj~,j= I, ...,P, are predetermined variables (possibly including lagged jointly dependent variables), a* is the (unknown) vector of "true" (functional) parameters and the sit are error terms assumed to be independently and identically N (0, 2)-distributed with Z unknown but assumed to be positive definite. The first m equations are called behavioral equations, the others identities.
The FIML-Estimator
If observations Yit, i = 1, ..., M, x jr, j = 1 ..... P, t = 1, ..., T, are fixed for the model variables, then the model error eit: = Ylt -fl (Yt, xt, a) 
gives a measure for the goodness of fit corresponding to a parameter vector a (usually :/; a*). The FIML-estimator gt for a* can be computed by minimizing the (negative) logarithmic concentrated likelihood function is the FIML-estimator for the covariance matrix X, if fi is the FIML-estimator for a* (cp. 1.), and where Jt (a) is the Jacobian of e~ with regard to the variables Yl~ ..... Ymt (taking into account the identities, if any, see Dagenais (1978) , 1354-5).
The Minimizing Algorithm
Since the minimization problem is extremely non-linear, the algorithm used is iterative, generating in every step an approximation ak to the optimum 4, starting from a user supplied starting vector %. The algorithm is part of a modern class of numerical algorithms, the so-called trust-region algorithms. Such algorithms were first discussed by Powell (1975) .
They fit a quadratic 1 Qk (ak + s):
to the likelihood function K in the approximation ak, where gk is the gradient vector of K in a k and H k is an approximation of the Hessian of K in a k. This quadratic is then minimized in a neighbourhood N k of ak, the so-called trust-region. This generates an updating step s k. Obviously, the usefulness of Sk depends on the goodness of the fit of the quadratic Qk to the objective K in the trust-region N k.
Intending to obtain the maximum gain in the objective K, the trust-region N k possibly should not exclude any area, where K is reasonably approximated by the quadratic Qk. Therefore, starting from some initial region No, the size of N k is flexibly updated depending on the correspondence of the reductions in Qk and K caused by step Sk. If the reduction in K is "much smaller" than expected by the reduction in Qk, Sk is rejected and the trust-region is reduced because of bad fit, hoping for a more trustworthy approximation in the new region. In the case of reasonable fit the trust-region is extended for a trial, and
is taken to be the new approximation to the optimal parameter vector. Note that line searches are avoided in this way. Further note that the updating step sk is either equal to the Newton-like step
N is not a feasible point, s k is a Levenberg-Marquardt or, if H k is not invertible or s k step such that ak+ ~ is placed near to the boundary of the trust-region. A special feature of the implemented trust-region algorithm is its automatic scaling procedure, which allows econometric models to be not well scaled. ~ For the selection of Hk various approaches have been tested. 
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exact Hessian as given in (8) only first order For more details see Weihs (1985) . For a summary of results on trust-region algorithms see Mor6 (1983) .
Generalized-Least-Square-Types Approximations
Amemiya (1977, 962) proposed the following Hessian approximation:
This matrix asymptotically coincides with the exact Hessian for linear models (see Amemiya (1977) , 963). Dagenais (1978) experimented with a slightly different approximation, also mentioned by Amemiya (1977, 963) :
Looking at (8), another variation of (9) seems to be natural (see Weihs (1985) ):
8e , ~ 8e
Hw (a): = G-a (a) s (a)-~ 7a (a). (11)
Note that the last two approximations have the same form as the corresponding matrix used in Aitken-Zellner-estimation of linear models (cp. Dagenais (1978) , 1354).
Exact Hessians for Linear Models
For models linear in the parameters, (8) where
Cij (a): -t=lE St (a)-i G (a) S t (a)-~a i (a).
For nonlinear models one may hope that Hn (a) is a better approximation to the Hessian than H w (a) (cp. (8), (11)). Note that no second order derivatives are used for the computation of HH, but only first order derivatives and mixed derivatives concerning parameters and variables. In this sense, only first order information is used.
B.TGS-Updating Formula
Up to this point, only approximations, were described, which exploit the special structure of the likelihood function K. The following well-known BFGS-quasiNewton-updating formula was established for the approximation of the Hessian in the general case (see e.g. Dennis, Mor6 (1977) (13)
Pure and Mixed Approximations
To combine the advantages of different Hessian approximations, the above approximation techniques are also mixed in some profitable way, as motivated (e. g.) in Weihs (1985, 12) . Altogether, 5 distinct versions of the trust-region-algoritm 3. are investigated, differing only in the method of Hessian approximation:
(a) Hk: = Hw (ak), k = 0, 1, 2,..., (see (11) in 4.1). This approximation technique will be referred to as GLS-solo. Using H A (see (9)) or H D (see (10)) instead of Hw resulted in very similar convergence properties.
(b) Hk: = HH (ak), k =0, 1, 2,..., (see (12) Obviously this is a mixture of (a), (c) and will be referred to as BFGS-mix (for theoretical properties cp. Weihs (1985) ). Obviously this is the analogon of(d) for the Hessian approximation H H which is exact for linear models. This technique will be referred to as Hessian-mix.
The Monte-Carlo (MC)-Experiment
To be able to compare the mean performance of the different versions of the algorithm using different Hessian approximations (see 3, 4), FIML-estimates for various real-world econometric models were computed for hundreds of artificially generated sets of model variables. The basic MC-experiment is the following2 :
The exogenous model variables in the reference period and the endogenous starting values (i. e. the realisations of lagged endogenous variables outside the reference period) are fixed to be equal to their "real-world-observations'. For data generation, the parameter vector and the covariance matrix of the model residuals are fixed to be equal to the FIML-estimates ~ and Z respectively, computed by using the observed endogenous variables also. Let j: = 1.
(ii) Determine realisations of the model residuals which are (pseudo-) N (0, Z) distributed, independently for all t = 1 ..... T.
(iii) Using the data from (i), (ii) determine realisation for the endogenous variables by solving the model for these variables for all t = 1,..., T.
(iv) Using the data from (i) for the exogenous model variables and the endogenous starting values, and the data from (iii) for the endogenous variables in the reference period, compute OLS-estimates for the ( The overall performance (or global convergence) of the algorithm is represented by the evolution of the mean of the fraction of the distance between the values of the objective function in the starting point a~ ) and the optimum ale}, which was covered after k iterations. To this end the optimal value is computed very exactly (with a tolerance of 5.10-1r
To characterize the convergence near the optimum (local convergence) two different statistics are used. In both cases only the very last part of the course of iterations is considered. On the one hand the distribution of the number of iterations is reported which were required to reach the optimum, starting from that iteration where first more than 99.9~ of the distance to the optimal value of the objective function was covered. On the other hand we report the mean number of digits of the optimum value of the objective function which was gained k iterations before th e algorithm stopped.
The analysis oJ the outcomes of the MC-experiment can be formalized as follows: Note that the statistic E G k will be strongly dominated by replications with untypically slow convergence. Therefore E G k tends to be too pessimistic judging the mean global performance of the algorithm.
Further note that the MC-experiment can be easily generalized so that the exogenous model variables are independently, identically normally distributed with means and covariance-matrix estimated from historical data (cp. (i)). The results, however, should not be particularly sensitive to such different choice of the exogenous variables (cp. Calzolari, Panattoni (1984) , 19).
Empirical Econometric Models
The MC-experiment described in 5. was applied to some "real-world" econometric models in order to judge the performance of the FIML-algorithm in relevant situations. These models can briefly be characterized as follows:
1. The well-known Klein-1 model has 6 equations, 3 of which stochastic, and 12 unknown functional parameters. The historical reference period has length T=21 (see e.g. Theil (1971), 432-434, 456 ).
2. A strongly nonlinear version of the Klein-1 model was obtained by using a CobbDouglas-type consumption function (with additive error term) involving the same arguments as in the linear case.
3. A strongly nonlinear model for the German economy (see Weihs (1987) ) consists of 30 equations, 5 of which stochastic with 18 unknown functional parameters.
To investigate the influence of sample sizes T on convergence, T= 21 (model 3 a) and T= 27 (model 3 b) were used. Historical data were only available for the first period. For the extension to T= 27, exogenous variables were fixed to follow some reasonable course. For both sample sizes the FIML-estimates c~, 2, computed on the basis of historical data only (T=21), were used to generate endogenous simulation data in the MC-experiment (cp. 5 (i)).
Results
The MC-experiments on models 1, 2, 3a, 3b were performed using N=100 replications each (cp. 5 (v)). In each replication alt the 5 versions of the trust-regionalgorithm 3, described in 4.4, performed on the same set of data. In this way the comparison of the results seems to be reasonable without further increasing the number of replications.
The results of the experiments may be summarized as follows:
(i) The version Hessian-solo of the algorithm never led to convergence in more than 50~ of the replications. This type of approximation turned out to be useful only in the very close neighborhood of the optimum. This obviously corresponds to a well-known property of the classical Newton-method (cp. e.g. Dennis, Mor6 (1977), 49) . Because of these unfavorable results this type of approximation was excluded from comparison. Moreover, the statistics characterizing convergence (cp. 5 (vii)-(ix)) have been computed, considering only those replications where the remaining 4 versions of the algorithm converged to (nearly) the same optimum. This generally resulted in quite a few rejected replications: 15~ for model l, 2~ for model 2, 0~!o fo~: models 3 a, 3 b.
(ii) Concerning local convergence there can be no doubt that there is a unique ranking of the remaining 4 versions of the algorithm. Indeed, the relative performance of the different versions turned out to be remarkably stable. Both local statistics resulted in the same ranking of the versions for all models: I: Hessian-mix, II: BFGS-mix, III: BFGS-solo, IV: GLS-solo. The typical plot of the empirical distribution function of the number of iterations M], needed to cover the last 0.1% of the distance to the optimum (cp. 5 (viii)), is reproduced in Fig. 1 . Note that the scale of the horizontal axis naturally differs for different models. From Fig. t Dennis, Mor6 (1977), 62) . On the other hand, the GLS-solo version performed reasonably well in comparison with the other versions only for model 3. Really competitive results GLS-solo only produced for model 3 and 27 observations (cp. IV a in Fig. 1) . Indeed, increasing the number of observations results in less iterations for all versions and in a relatively better performance of the GLS-solo version. The latter may be motivated by the consistency of GLS-type approximations for linear models (cp.4.1). Concerning the BFGS-versions (II, III), the results indicate that using BFGS-updates only near the optimum profitably influence local convergence. Thus, improving the starting matrix for the updating process may well be paid off by local speed. But switching too late may offset this effect. Therefore the goodness of the switching criterion has to be discussed mainly in the context of global convergence (cp. (iii)). These results are strongly supported by the other local statistic ELk, the mean number of digits of the optimal value of the objective function, gained k iterations before the algorithm stopped (cp. 5 (ix)). The typical plot of ELk is reproduced in Fig. 2 . In particular, Fig. 2 ii) ). Fig. 3 shows the typical plot of E Gk, the number of correct digits of the distance to the optimum, gained after k iterations on the average. Note in particular that for model 3 and 27 observations (cp. IV a) GLS-solo performs faster than BFGS-solo, even if one is interested in 7 correct digits. Moreover, Fig. 3 indicates that the criterion for switching to the locally preferable approximations (cp. 4.4 d), e)) has been posed reasonably well (cp. the increase of curves I, II, IVa, IVd).
Conclusion
Reconsidering all the results of the MC-experiments, the superiority of the mixed approximations (Hessian-mix and BFGS-mix) should be obvious. Using such mixtures instead of the pure approximations (Hessian-solo, BFGS-solo or GLSsolo) will surely be paid off to the model builder by obtaining estimations much faster. Indeed, the pure approximations all had more or less serious defects concerning either global or local convergence.
Furthermore, it seems that one does not have to be too unlucky not being able to compute exact Hessians, because BFGS-mix never performed that bad that it was not able to offset the greater computational effort per iteration needed by Hessian-mix.
The relevance of these results is strongly supported by analogous results for a linesearch-based algorithm in Calzolari, Panattoni and Weihs (1985) . Thus it may be interesting to compare the relative performance of BFGS-mix (say) in the trustregion algorithm and the line-search-based algorithm. But up to now no attempt was made in this direction, mainly because the algorithms ran under incompatible regimes.
